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an intuitive release wizard hasÂ .If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the
link above. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. To
start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below. Welcome to
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notes to figure out what audio support is included in OS X Lion. I think I can do most of it, but I'm

having trouble with the "Bluetooth speaker support" entry. I've got the Mac mini 2.0 (rev A062) and
am using the built-in Bluetooth. The speakers I want to connect are the iPod-Apple (Black) (M4500).

Using the Mac OS X release notes, I have the following for the iPod: But on the Mac OS X release
notes, I have only the following for the Mac mini: Does that mean that Apple added Bluetooth
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